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UNCOMFORTABLE
COMFORT

I choose things for comfort. I love my comfortable chair, 
comfortable shoes, comfortable jeans and tops, comfortable 
height for my keyboard, comfortable-size screen, comfortable 

counter height — the list is endless. 

Comfort’s not a bad thing. We love to make our homes 
comfortable and inviting. When we come home we want our 
surroundings to be the right temperature, no annoying music 
playing, no loud voices. The difficulty comes when the things 
we go to for comfort become things we have to have to survive, 
things we would sell our first-born to get, things we must have 
despite damage to our health.

Some of these seem innocuous at first. A pan of brownies is 
not bad unless we have to have an entire batch in the morning 
and another in the evening just to make it through the day.

If things we go to for comfort limit our lives, they cease 
to be comforting and begin to make our lives extremely 
uncomfortable. The problem is, we’ve made them so much a 
part of our lives we can’t see ourselves without them. Who 
are we without the extra pounds on our bodies? They have 
become who we are.
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Why do we seek out items that comfort us and give the type 
of identity we really don’t want? Most of the time we do it to 
keep ourselves from feeling something we don’t know how to 
feel. Here are a few examples.

Fear — There are many things we are afraid of and foods, 
especially those made with processed sugar and bread, give us 

a false sense of calm. It may be fear 
of being alone, fear of embarking 
on a new vocation, fear of being 
asked to do something that will 
embarrass us. So we eat and for a 
moment, the fear subsides.

Anger — Anger is an emotion no one wants to feel. Yet, 
everyone feels angry at some time. Instead of examining why 
we are angry and processing our feelings, we tend to stuff them 
with “comfort” foods and all of a sudden, we are not angry. 
The problem with stuffing our feelings is we build a kind of 
iceberg effect where the world sees what’s on the surface, but 
underneath is something that can be very dangerous.

Sadness — Life cannot always be a bed of roses. There are 
going to be some sad times. Most people don’t like to feel the 
sadness and so they find some way to make themselves happy. 
They seek some way to at least think they are happy and hide 
the fact they are sad. Sadness is an acceptable feeling. Tears 
wash the soul. Go ahead and cry. It helps comfort much better 
than eating something we will regret later.

Loneliness — At some point, everyone is lonely. We can be in 
a house full of people and feel lonely or we can be by ourselves 
and feel fine. One does not always have to have someone 
nearby to feel fulfilled. Sugar is not our friend, though. 

Foods give   
a false sense 

of calm.
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Eating ourselves to oblivion does not help make friends. 
It can actually drive friends away. Acknowledging our need 
at times to be with people is important. We can be a friend 
to someone more lonely than we are. Before long we can’t 
remember what being lonely felt like.

Pain — Many people want to be comforted if they feel pain 
of any kind, emotional, physical, even spiritual pain. If there is 
no one around to give them the feedback they want, they will 
feed on whatever they can find. However, doing this can make 
the pain worse instead of better. If there is legitimate pain, find 
a health practitioner who can help. Don’t try to self-medicate 
with food.

Control — It seems backwards to think that those who want 
to feel in control would be out of 
control with eating foods to bring 
comfort. However, in a strange 
way, eating whatever a person 
wants makes them feel they are 
in control. In other words, we are 
adults and we can eat whatever we 
want and no one is going to tell us 
not to. It might be the only thing we 
can control in our lives. In that way 
it brings us some measure of comfort. Obviously, it is flawed 
thinking.

Tiredness — Those who binge and give into sugar cravings, 
are, of course, tired. It goes with the territory. Items made with 
sugar and flour make us feel tired the more we eat them. Many 
times we eat these thinking they will give us energy. They 
do, for half a minute, and then our bodies hit bottom, become 

We can be 
a friend to 
someone 

more lonely 
than we are.
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extremely lethargic and want more. So we start the cycle all 
over again.

Happiness — This emotion seems contradictory to all 
of the others, but in reality when we want to be happy, to 
reward ourselves, to celebrate, we normally go to something 
comforting, such as food. Even if there is no one to celebrate 
with, food will do the trick. It may give us a false sense of 
celebration, but in actuality it makes us feel worse.

Besides food as a source of comfort, there are many other 
false comforts we go to: drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, gambling, 
pornography, illicit sex, overworking, over-spending, over-
shopping, hoarding and many others. Although we know the 
Holy Spirit should be our source of comfort we choose things 
we can see, hear, feel, touch, smell or taste.

We can do whatever we want, but at what cost? Paul said it 
best when he pointed out, “All things are lawful for me, but 
not all things are profitable. All things are lawful for me but I 
will not be mastered by anything.”1 We are free to do anything 
that doesn’t harm another person, but what if the ones being 
harmed are oursleves? What if the seemingly harmless way we 
are comforting ourselves leads to our demise — emotionally, 
physically or spiritually?

THE COMFORTER

There is, of course, only one true Comforter and that’s 
the Holy Spirit.2 He has a way of holding us, embracing us, 
securing us, loving us, fighting for us and going before us to 
make a way. The problem is, we usually don’t choose Him first.
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David, one of the greatest kings of all times, knew the secret 
of going to God for comfort even when an entire nation was 
counting on him. He said, “Lord, my heart is not proud my 
eyes are not haughty. I don’t concern myself with matters too 
great or too awesome for me to grasp. Instead, I have calmed 
and quieted myself, like a weaned 
child who no longer cries for its 
mother’s milk. Yes, like a weaned 
child is my soul within me. O 
Israel, put your hope in the Lord 
— now and always.”3

Jesus emphasized the 
importance of the role of the Holy 
Spirit as the Comforter, Advocate, 
Friend, Guide, Teacher of truth 
and Source of abundant life here on earth. His role is to help 
us in all things so that we can be God’s hands and feet here on 
earth.

It is His sincere desire that we process our emotions and go 
forward accepting His prescription for comfort. The Holy Spirit 
is a gentleman who will not force Himself into our lives. He 
will however, make a way if we let Him. Begin by not trying to 
fix every emotion we feel with ice cream and cake. Why not get 
comfortable with the Holy Spirit instead? Try talking to Him. 
He’s always listening.

My friend, Sundi Jo Graham understands this supremely. 
She’s lost 145 pounds just by learning how to eat, when to 
eat and why to eat. Along with that she’s learned, there is a 
comfort far greater than food will ever bring.

The Holy 
Spirit is a 

gentleman 
and will not 

force Himself 
into our lives.
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CHANGE STORY

SUNDI JO GRAHAM

There are those friends in life who aren’t really friends, but 
they stick around like a bad cold. The friendship starts off 
great with a dinner and a movie and some great laughs. 

Then, things change. They become a curse instead of a blessing. 
They drag us down. They’re negative. It’d be great if we could 
tell them, “We no longer want to be friends,” but we can’t. We 
feel stuck and unsure of what to say. Before long, they’re living 
on our couch, using our decorative bath towels and drinking 
out of the milk jug. 

To me, food was like that friend. It was comfort in my greatest 
time of need. What was meant for survival and enjoyment, 
turned into dependency. I tried drugs. I tried drinking. Food, 
though, was the one thing I could trust. Or so I thought. 

WHAT FOOD DID FOR ME

Food protected me from the shame of being sexually abused 
as a little girl. It comforted me when I wondered if my dad 
would ever love me more than whiskey. It was my friend when 
my mom worked three jobs to support us and I desperately 
just wanted to hold her hand and know life was okay. 

It was my friend on lonely nights when I felt like I could 
never fit in with the rest of the world. It comforted me as a 
teenager to hide the after effects of being raped. It protected 
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me from being vulnerable with men because I feared they 
would all hurt me. 

Food lied to me. The pizza and soda, filled with sugar 
and caffeine, soothed me for a few minutes when I would 
lock myself in my room to avoid real life. They were also the 
annoying friends living on my couch, using my bath towels 
and drinking out of the milk jug. They were not friends at all. 

WHAT MORBID OBESITY DID FOR ME

In my early 20s I weighed 330 pounds. I couldn’t walk up 
the steps without thinking I was dying. I ordered my size 30 
jeans online because I couldn’t find them in stores. I pretended 
to be happy, but truth be told, I was dying inside. 

I’ve learned obesity doesn’t just affect us — it affects those 
we love. At Christmas time 
two years prior to the start of 
my weight loss journey, I asked 
my little cousin, Caleb, what he 
wanted for Christmas. “I want 
you to ride a roller coaster with 
me.” That broke my heart because 
it was physically impossible. I was 
determined to make that happen for him, but it didn’t that year. 

The next year I asked him again. His answer was the same. 
My decisions were devastating to this little boy. He didn’t want 
a video game. He didn’t want a new toy. He wanted to ride a 
roller coaster with me. I couldn’t give him that. I felt so full of 
shame. 

I pretended 
to be happy, 
but truth be 
told, I was 

dying inside.
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WHAT A FRIEND DID FOR ME

In 2008, a sweet woman named Jennifer White started 
mentoring me. She was an answer to prayer. I didn’t yet know 
I was about to enter one of the most desperate seasons of my 
life, but God knew.

I wound up in the hospital because the stress of life had 
taken its toll on me physically. When I came home, I could 
barely hold my head up on my own. I had to move in with my 
parents for a month while I recovered. 

Then, came the day that changed 
things forever. While talking 
with Jennifer on the phone, she 
recommended I take a walk around 
the parking lot of my parents’ 
condo. I reluctantly agreed. I’d been 
cooped up in a bed for way too long 

so I was eager to get out. I took a short walk and came back 
in the house. No fireworks went off. There wasn’t a parade to 
celebrate. I didn’t see it then, but life was about to shift. 

The next day I walked around the parking lot again. Then, 
I did it the next day and the next one after that. It felt good 
just to get out and clear my mind. When I moved back home, 
I walked past the downstairs living room to do some laundry 
and there sat the treadmill. I had bought it brand new a couple 
years before. It was still pretty shiny and made a great place 
for hanging laundry. It even had a brand new pair of walking 
shoes sitting on it, which I had bought in one of my “this-is-
the-diet-that-will-work” phases. 

I took a short 
walk and 

came back 
in the house.
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The next morning I woke up, walked downstairs, put those 
new shoes on, cleared off the laundry and turned the treadmill 
on. I was hooked from that moment on. Something about sweat 
made me feel productive. I had no weight loss goal. I wasn’t 
dieting. I just knew this was the next right step for me. Each 
day I wanted to get up and continue taking the next right step. 

WHAT LIFESTYLE CHANGE DID FOR ME

My physical habits were changing. Next in God’s plan was 
food. I went to Jennifer’s house one night for dinner and the 
most bizarre thing happened — she served me soup in a coffee 
mug. I looked at her as though she had three heads. Who 
does that? Is she trying to starve me to death? Where are the 
crackers? I knew I couldn’t trust her. 

In my world, one eats soup in a bowl with a pack of crackers, 
then goes back for seconds. The 
strangest thing happened, though. 
I was full. For someone whose 
crutch was food, this was a catalyst 
for changing the way I ate. 

We don’t know things until 
we’re taught. I was introduced to a 
new way of doing things and it was 
life changing. The next week she 
introduced me to the most colorful 
spinach salad, full of strawberries, walnuts and chicken. I fell 
in love. 

My grocery items quickly changed from pizza rolls to 
chicken, fish and a variety of soups. I wasn’t starving. I wasn’t 

The most 
bizarre thing 

happened — 
she served 

me soup in a 
coffee mug.
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dieting. I was eating to live and living hopeful for a future that 
didn’t involve pounds of extra weight. 

Before I had no concept of portion control. I ate what I wanted, 
when I wanted. As I’ve become more educated through getting 
healthier, I eat certain things in moderation, such as sugar, 
gluten and wheat. The more processed foods I eat, the worse 
my body feels.

In 2008, I weighed 330 pounds. Then, I went for a walk 
around a parking lot. Then, I walked a mile everyday. Then, I 
walked two miles. In 2010, I crossed the finish line at my first 
5k race as friends and family cheered me on. It was awesome! 
Oh ... and that roller coaster ride? Caleb and I rode it twice in 
a row.

WHAT CHANGING MY HEART ISSUE DID FOR ME

There’s a process to getting healthy. There’s no quick fix that 
will stick. The process doesn’t just involve the physical part. It 
involves the heart. I wasn’t overweight because I had a physical 
problem. I was overweight because I had a heart issue. I was 
using food to comfort me. I was using food to avoid dealing 
with life. One can only survive that way for so long until the 
walls come crashing down and there we still are. 

I had to work on my heart. I needed to forgive others and 
myself. I needed to work through the pain of my past. I needed 
to talk about my life with safe people. I needed to hear I was 
okay, despite my mistakes. I needed to know what God said 
about me and how much He loved me. I needed my heart to 
believe these things so I could stop using food to “heal” me. 
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By 2010, I had lost 145 pounds. I lost a whole person. I lost 
physical weight, yes, but I also lost baggage. I lost shame. I lost 
dependency on food to make me whole. I gained a knowing 
who God made me to be. I gained confidence. I found joy. 
Dieting became a thing of the past for me. As a matter of fact, 
I still refuse to use the word. I don’t diet, I live healthy. If I 
want a pizza, I’ll go eat some just not locked in my bedroom 
by myself. 

I still struggle. I find myself having a bad day and my fleshly 
response is to grab food to make me feel better. I’d love to say 
it never happens, but it does. I’m human. Here’s the thing 
about sweet change and God’s 
grace, though, it’s always new. If I 
have messed up yesterday, today is 
a new moment — a new chance to 
start over and just focus on taking 
the next right step. 

It’s like addiction. When I go to 
unhealthy food, I enjoy it in the 
moment, but the “high” doesn’t 
last too long before the reality 
of my choices set in. It is still 
heartbreaking to me when I choose food to fill a void versus 
seeking God’s strength to overcome my decisions.

I couldn’t be successful in my healthy living journey 
without the help of others. God didn’t make me to experience 
life alone. Accountability has been key in staying on the path 
to a healthier me. When I’m struggling, I call a friend and we 
process through my feelings and emotions. I don’t get it right 
every time, but I try. If I’ve overeaten, I’ll call and we’ll process 

Here’s the 
thing about 

sweet change      
and God’s 

grace, 
though, it ’s 
always new.
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through the why behind the what. She reminds me of grace 
and tomorrow being a new day. 

Today, my goal is to be healthy. I’ve started strength training. 
The pounds haven’t come off as quickly, but the inches certainly 
have. It’s changed my perspective. It’s not all about the scale. 
I’m losing inches and flexing muscles. 

Each day is a new day for me — a new day to live out God’s 
best for me, a new opportunity to focus on the next right step. 
I’m still not where I want to be with my weight loss, but in the 
words of Joyce Meyer, “Thank God I’m not where I used to be.” 

One. Step. At. A. Time. 

My couch isn’t bogged down with an unwanted friend, I’m 
the only one using my bath towels these days and I stopped 
drinking milk out of the carton, so life is good. 

Here’s to the next right step. 

Sundi Jo Graham is a speaker, author, and blogger, inspiring 
others to break free from self-destructive behaviors and experience 
lasting transformation. Oh, and she lost 145 pounds. Connect with 
her on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/sundijo and her blog at       
http://www.sundijo.com.

ENDNOTES

1. 1 Corinthians 6:12 NASB

2. John 14:26, NIV

3. Psalm 131:1 NLT
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Teresa Shields Parker, author of Sweet Grace: How I Lost 
250 Pounds, shares her insights on what it takes to tap 
into the power of transformation in her new book, Sweet 
Change: True Stories of Transformation. Join her and 17 
other ordinary folk on the Sweet Change journey. If they can 
change, there is no doubt you can, too. What does God have 
to do with this? Everything! God is into life overflowing 
with destiny. God is into you! 

Get your book in print or kindle on Amazon or order a 
downloadable eBook from http://teresashieldsparker.com/
sweet-change-order/

“‘I’ve been waiting for this book. These stories are  personal 
accounts of renewal which are inspired, sometimes heartrendingly 
honest, but transformative. I enjoyed Teresa’s first book, ‘Sweet 
Grace’. I know many people who have been blessed to have 
been mentored by this incredible woman! ‘Sweet Change’ is the 
follow-up accounts of many brave, determined men and women 
who took her advice, followed the path, and saw the difference in 
their lives.”                                                 —Amazon Customer



“We have become His poetry, a recreated people 
that will fulfill the destiny He has given each of us, 
for we are joined to Jesus, the Anointed One. Even 
before we were born, God planned in advance our 
destiny and the good works we would do to fulfill it.” 

Ephesians 2:10 TPT


